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Lab.8 art contest
The Malamegi company is raffling the creation of a new collection of works by the 
selection of one artist among the 12 finalists of the contest.

The contest is aimed at promoting the artists participating in it, giving them the 
opportunity to become involved effectively in the market of art and decoration.

PRIZES:

- final exhibition in Rome

- collaboration award for a new Malamegi collection

- cash prize of 1,000 Euros

- monographic book 

The following types of works are admitted: Painting, Sculpture, Photography, 
Mixed media, Digital, Video, Graphics, Net art, other (all visual works that can 
be reproduced through a picture are allowed)

The contest is addressed to professional and amateur artists, graphic designers, 
painters, photographers, etc. from all over the world. 

Deadline : June 28, 2017
You can find all the information about the contest on the official 
website: www.lab.malamegi.com
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Final Exhibition: Loft Gallery | Spazio matEr | ROMA

We are delighted to announce that the exhibition of the 12 finalists of Malamegi’s Lab.8 
contest, will be hosted in Rome in the spaces of LOFT GALLERY | Mater space, from 
16th September to 5th October 2017.

“The Loft Gallery Space Mater - born from the experience of its founders who for over ten 
years working in the field of art and communication - open to the public in 2015 in one of 
the most charming places of the capital, a few steps from the Colosseum, in the historical 
Rione Monti. A space totally dedicated to art and contemporary culture, in a new formula 
of “Art House”. A loft in full New York style, with corner bistro, intimate and multisensory, 
is a cultural salon leaning to an international role. The exhibition space features large 
barrel vaults in stone - according to typical Capitoline buildings of the Twenties - and 
spreads over two floors with three large windows on the street, overlooking the historic 
Piazza Iside.
The key objective of Loft Gallery is the widest possible opening to the contemporary, 
inflected in every way: painting, sculpture, design, photography, digital art.“

LOFT GALLERY | Spazio matEr
via Ludovico Muratori 11 | Rome, Italy
www.mat-er.com/
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